Abstract. The case under consideration occurred on March 4, 1993, and was observed as part of the Radiation and Eddy Flux Experiment (REFLEX II) 1993 observational campaign northwest of Spitsbergen. The off-ice flow on this day brought very cold surface air temperatures (Ϫ35ЊC) over a relatively warm ocean surface. The resultant latent and sensible surface heat fluxes produced intense convection and a thermal internal boundary layer (TIBL) which deepened with distance from the ice edge. Two-dimensional cloudresolving model (CRM) simulations were performed to determine the impact of various cloud parameterizations on the structure and evolution of the TIBL. The model was able to reproduce the observed thermal structure of the boundary layer to within the acknowledged limitations of the CRM approach. Sensitivity studies of cloud type showed that inclusion of mixed-phase microphysics had a large impact of BL depth and structure. Radiative heating of the cloud near cloud base and cooling near cloud top along with latent heat release were found to be significant sources of turbulence kinetic energy even in the present case where very strong surface heat fluxes occur. Ice-phase precipitation processes rapidly depleted the BL of condensate, weakening the radiative thermal forcing. A further consequence of condensate depletion in the mixed-phase cloud was a less humid boundary layer that was able to maintain a larger surface latent heat flux and continuously extract heat through condensation and deposition. Not surprisingly, the presence of clouds had a profound impact on the radiative budget at the surface, with the cloudy BL reducing surface radiative losses more that 60% over clear-sky values. Inclusion of the ice phase significantly affected the radiative budget as compared to purely liquid clouds, illustrating the importance of ice-phase-radiative couplings for accurate simulations of arctic clouds and boundary layer dynamics.
Introduction
The marginal ice zone (MIZ) is that region within which, more or less, total sea-ice coverage gives way to a generally ice-free ocean. From the geophysical standpoint the significance of the MIZ largely derives from dramatic changes in atmosphere-ocean interaction as one traverses this region. Surface properties vary considerably in the MIZ, providing sharp gradients in surface-atmosphere interactions. For example, snow-covered sea ice has a relatively high albedo and large surface roughness in comparison to open water. More important is the stark contrast in surface latent and sensible heat fluxes from ice-covered to open ocean.
The response of the atmosphere to this variation in surface properties and surface fluxes is quite varied and complicated, revealing sensitivity to the ambient stratification, large-scale wind direction, wind speed, shear profile, and cloud cover. Atmospheric flow over the MIZ coming from lower latitudes (so-called on-ice flow) typically has reached a quasi equilibrium with the underlying open ocean and tends to be relatively warm and moist. By contrast, off-ice flow in the MIZ, i.e., from ice toward open ocean, is typically very cold, dry, and extremely stable, especially if it has "aged" for sufficient time to have come into equilibrium with the underlying cryosphere [Curry, 1983] . Such off-ice flow events are often referred to as "coldair outbreaks" [e.g., Miura, 1986; Hein and Brown, 1988; Raash, 1990] and are accompanied by intense convection, cloudiness, and boundary layer (BL) thermal modification.
Some effort has been made to conduct numerical simulations of atmosphere-ice-ocean interactions in the MIZ. Much of the work to date has focused on development of thermal internal boundary layers in off-ice flow [Raasch, 1990; Chlond, 1992; Lüpkes and Schültzen, 1996] , momentum effects due to spatially varying surface drag coefficients [Overland et al., 1983; Kantha and Mellor, 1989] , and the effects of varying large-scale wind direction on local circulations. and describe the evolution of a convective BL above a polynya, an environment similar to off-ice flow in the MIZ. The modeling approaches have varied from slabsymmetric steady state boundary layer and one-dimensional predictive models to more complex primitive equation (PE) models.
In the work presented here, we simulate an observed case of off-ice flow. This case has been simulated with mesoscale resolution by others [e.g., Lüpkes and Schültzen, 1996] . Our work is, to the best of our knowledge, one of the first to consider in detail the role of multidimensional precipitating clouds in the Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union.
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March 4, 1993, Cold-Air Outbreak
The case under consideration occurred on March 4, 1993, and was observed as part of the Radiation and Eddy Flux Experiment (REFLEX II) 1993 observational campaign [Kottmeier et al., 1994] northwest of Spitsbergen. The off-ice flow on this day brought very cold surface air temperatures (Ϫ35ЊC) over a relatively warm ocean surface (T ss ϳ 0ЊC). The resultant latent and sensible surface heat fluxes (F l and F s ) produced intense convection and a thermal internal BL that deepened with distance from the ice edge ( Figure 1 ).
Satellite images [Kottmeier et al., 1994] show the MIZ at about 80ЊN, with cellular convection over the open water and organized rolls forming more or less orthogonal to the ice edge as the BL deepens. The initial (over ice) atmospheric thermal profile, typical of an atmospheric column that has been over the pack ice for some time [Kahl, 1990] , has an extremely stable layer near 200 m (⌬ of 8ЊC over 75 m) with a weaker stability above and below. More details of the case are discussed by Lüpkes and Schültzen [1996] .
Numerical Simulations
The numerical model used here is the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) [Pielke et al., 1992] . RAMS has been used for cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulations of arctic stratus clouds over sea ice in warm [Olsson et al., 1998 ] and transition [Harrington et al., 1999] seasons and stratocumulus clouds at lower latitudes [e.g., Stevens et al., 1996] . The current version of the model includes the one-moment microphysical scheme of Walko et al. [1995] . This scheme models microphysical processes by assuming that all hydrometeor species are distributed in size by a gamma distribution. The mean mass of each hydrometeor species (cloud drops, rain, pristine ice, snow, aggregates, graupel, and hail) is predicted and evolves as a function of the local saturation. Thus this scheme contains elements appropriate for simulation of the mixedphase clouds expected to occur over the MIZ.
As with any parameterization of a complex physical process, the scheme has some important limitations. First of all, the nucleation of ice crystals in this case is mainly by heterogeneous processes [Sassen and Dodd, 1988; Pruppacher and Klett, 1997 (T Ͻ Ϫ30ЊC) ]. The ice nucleation formulation [Meyers et al., 1992] used here may produce ice concentrations larger than those routinely observed in the Arctic [Harrington et al., 1999a] . This would tend to give large precipitation fluxes and weaker BL dynamics. Additionally, the current model assumes that ice nuclei (IN) are not removed from the atmosphere by sedimentation processes. In the absence of a source of new IN (for example, by entrainment of air from above the cloud) the number of IN available in the BL for heterogeneous ice nucleation would be depleted, impacting precipitation fluxes. We are currently studying the impact of IN concentrations on simulated MIZ cloud processes [Harrington and Olsson, 1999] . Finally, since individual crystal sizes are not resolved, ice precipitation is based on the mean fall speed of the entire ice distribution function, effectively causing large crystals to precipitate too slowly and small crystals to precipitate too rapidly. Typically, the net effect is a reduction of precipitation fluxes from the cloud, and greater in-cloud residence time of the ice hydrometeors.
These problems can be mitigated using a more complex bin-resolving ice microphysical model [e.g., Reisin et al., 1996; Harrington and Olsson, 1999] , but such an approach would be computationally unfeasible for the present study, which is less concerned with the quantitative details of how ice microphysical processes impact convection than the qualitative differences between liquid and mixed-phase clouds over the MIZ. The bulk microphysical model used here gives us an estimate of the relative significance of ice phase processes in the evolution of the BL over the MIZ. However, the above microphysical limitations should be borne in mind because they may impact the quantitative differences described below.
The configuration used here also includes the two-stream radiation model described by Harrington et al. [1999a Harrington et al. [ , 2000 , which is physically consistent with both the liquid and the icephase microphysical parameterizations. For the liquid phase the radiation model assumes spherical water drops and uses LorenzMie theory to compute the optical properties of the drops, while treatment of the ice phase is based on the modifications to anomalous diffraction theory proposed by Mitchell et al. [1996] . Because of the low Sun angle at 80ЊN during early March the effects of solar radiation were not included.
Experiment Design
As has been shown [Moeng et al., 1996; Bretherton et al., 1999] , use of a two-dimensional cloud-resolving model structure rather than the three-dimensional large-eddy simulation (LES) structure to simulate cloud-scale circulations clearly compromises the turbulence structure, even in relatively isotropic cloud environments. It is unreasonable to expect a CRM to faithfully reproduce the observed cloud streeting seen here [Kottmeier et al., 1994] and in other cases of off-ice flow [e.g., Hein and Brown, 1988; Hartmann et al., 1997] since the axes of the cloud rolls are oriented roughly parallel to the model domain. At the same time, it is not computationally feasible to simulate even a significant portion of the 310 km domain with an LES approach. Therefore we chose a CRM framework that allows us to simulate circulation features with scale lengths several times that of a LES domain, as these may effect the cloud evolution and BL structure.
The two-dimensional model domain extends 310 km, perpendicular to the ice edge and spanning both ice-covered (Ϫ30 km Յ x Յ 0 km) and open ocean (0 km Ͻ x Յ 280 km) surfaces (Figure 2) . Following Lüpkes and Schültzen [1996] we have assumed horizontally homogeneous initial atmospheric conditions. The prescribed initial winds, an along-domain U 0 ϭ 9.4 m s Ϫ1 and a cross-domain V 0 ϭ Ϫ6.6 m s
Ϫ1
, are implicitly assumed to be in geostrophic balance with a largescale pressure gradient and are constant with height and time. Hence the Coriolis tendency is computed using only the ageostrophic component of the horizontal winds. Horizontal homogeneity is a significant idealization for a domain of this size, as can be observed in the differences among the dropsonde profiles above the BL in Figure 1 . However, after development of the BL (shown later) the simulated heterogeneous structure compares well with observations. Relative humidity (RH) was set to a constant value of 50% as an initial condition. Results after a few hours were insensitive to this initial choice so long as the overlying atmosphere was not close enough to saturation to permit the forced vertical motions (e.g., gravity waves) to produce clouds. As in the work of Lüpkes and Schültzen [1996] , we imposed a gradient in sea surface temperature:
where ␤ ϭ 0.019 K km Ϫ1 , and T 0 ϭ T ss (0) ϭ Ϫ1.8ЊC is the temperature at the ice edge.
Unlike many CRM simulations of arctic boundary layer clouds [e.g., Olsson et al., 1998; Harrington et al., 1999a] , use of periodic lateral boundary conditions cannot be justified due to the surface horizontal heterogeneity and domain scale in the present study. Preliminary experiments using a single (not nested) CRM grid (⌬x ϭ 80 m) showed physically unrealistic winds near the outflow boundary. This problem arose because the lateral boundary formulation must deal with vertical velocities of several meters per second produced both by convective eddies in the BL and by freely propagating gravity waves in the overlying stable atmosphere. None of the available lateral boundary condition formulations produced satisfactory results at all heights.
This problem was ultimately circumvented by using a nestedgrid approach with a coarser "parent grid" (grid 1, ⌬x ϭ 320 m) containing the CRM (grid 2, ⌬x ϭ 80 m). In the 30 km region of grid 1 between the CRM and the outflow boundary the surface heat flux was forced to a small value, and radiative forcing was disabled. With this configuration, eddies could easily transit from the CRM grid to grid 1, where they would gradually decay in intensity and propagate out the outflow boundary properly. This approach allowed convective eddies to be correctly resolved in the region of interest (Ϫ20 km Ͻ x Յ 250 km) without sensitivity to an outflow BC formulation. A stretched grid was used in the vertical to maximize resolution in the BL (⌬z ϭ 40 m) while permitting the top boundary to be dynamically well removed from the BL. A summary of model geometric parameters appears in Table 1 . The whole analysis in this paper is confined to the eddy-resolving grid 2 unless otherwise noted.
Control Run and Sensitivity Studies
In the MIZ, several distinct processes have a significant impact on the energetics and thermal structure of the BL: surface heat flux, entrainment and, in the presence of clouds, latent heat release, radiative warming at cloud base, and cooling near cloud top. In the presence of precipitating clouds, evaporation of larger hydrometeors in the subcloud layer may also have a substantial influence ]. Though these diabatic processes can both warm and cool the BL, the variation with height often (though not always) steepens the temperature lapse rate and acts to destabilize the boundary layer, which ultimately deepens by entraining air from above and within the inversion. The relative importance of each process to dynamic properties such as boundary layer growth and the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) budget depends on the specific environment. In the case studied here, Lüpkes and Schültzen [1996] have suggested that cloudiness plays a secondary role. This is a reasonable assumption given the presence of such a great initial disparity between T ss and the atmospheric temperature at the surface (T s ). This gradient produces large surface sensible heat fluxes (near 400 W m Ϫ2 ) which dominate the TKE production and BL deepening in this case. A central goal of this study is to elucidate the importance of clouds in this environment.
While frequently neglected by previous studies of BL processes in cold-air outbreaks, precipitation has been found to play an important role in BL energetics and thermal stability. In other cases, where the main TKE production was due to cloud-induced radiative cooling rather than surface heating, simulated precipitation processes were shown to reduce TKE in the BL both for warm clouds [e.g., Olsson et al., 1998; Stevens et al., 1998 ] and for mixed-phase clouds [Rao and Agee, 1996; Harrington et al., 1999a] .
To investigate the relative role clouds play in off-ice flow, several sensitivity studies were conducted using a hierarchy of microphysical parameterizations of increasing complexity. The (somewhat arbitrarily defined) control (CT) run had liquid water clouds with no precipitation processes activated. This simulation provides the simplest representation of clouds, without the added complexity of precipitation. (Simulations were also conducted with a warm-rain (no ice species) model that includes precipitation ]. However the results showed little difference in comparison to the noprecipitation (CT) simulations.) A similar configuration but without radiation effects (NR) considered the thermodynamic/ dynamic impact of phase-change processes. To estimate the effect of precipitation/evaporation and ice microphysics, a mixed-phase (MP) precipitating cloud run was performed. A "dry" (DR) no-cloud simulation showed the effects of surface forcing in the absence of water in any phase. Table 2 contains a summary of the various runs, all of which were integrated for 10 hours.
Results

Comparison With Observations
In this section we compare our results to the dropsonde observations collected by the REFLEX II investigators. Since confidence in the accuracy of the wind and humidity measurements is not high (K. Lüpkes, personal communication, 1999) , we limit these comparisons to the thermal structure. The simulated profiles are 10 km spatial and 1 hour temporal averages centered at the respective dropsonde locations. It should be noted that since the observations are effectively "point" measurements, we use them as a qualitative comparison method.
Near the ice edge, the BL is shallow, and the grid resolution is insufficient to produce physically realistic eddy motions. In this region the simulations with cloud have profiles (not shown) with a warm bias as compared with observations. A similar warm bias with shallow BL depth was shown in the two-dimensional simulations of Hartmann et al. [1997] . Note that we have assumed a perfectly delineated ice-ocean margin which in reality corresponds to 95% ice coverage. Hence the simulated heat flux from ice-free ocean within 10 km of the ice edge probably overestimates the actual heat flux values but becomes more realistic at greater distances from the ice edge. Figure 3 shows vertical profiles of simulated mean potential temperature () and dropsondes for (a) 80 km, (b) 132 km, (c) 188 km and (d) 243 km. At 80 km all the simulated profiles are 1Њ to 2Њ warmer than observed, but the height of the inversion bases ( z i ) in the simulated profiles are within 100 m of the dropsonde profile. At 132 km the simulated values for the various cases bound those of the dropsonde from the surface to near the top of the BL. The observed z i is lower than any of the simulated cases; however, some mesoscale variability is evident in these profiles. Such variability is suggested by the warming above z i by the time the flow has reached 132 km (compare Figures 1 and 3 (top right) ). At 188 km the observed sounding shows considerable structure with several thermal regimes, probably due to the sampling of both updrafts and downdrafts during the dropsonde descent, and is therefore difficult to compare with the numerical results. Note, however, that the observed z i compares favorably with both the dry (DR) and the mixed-phase (MP) simulations. At 243 km, near the outflow boundary of the CRM grid, the simulated profiles, not surprisingly, show the greatest degree of variation. Here again, the observed z i is closest to DR and MP. Overall, the observed profile is warmer than the simulations, a trend that continues well above the BL and hints at a large-scale horizontal heterogeneity in the observation domain that was not initialized in the model simulations.
Curiously, while the observed profiles are fairly noisy, they suggest at almost all locations a more stable temperature lapse rate than that produced by the model. (We state this with caution because numerous observations of this case were not taken, thus we have no knowledge of the average state of the observed BL.) This lapse-rate disparity is true even with the CT and NR runs, which have both saturated updrafts and downdrafts, whereas the cloud streeting and cellular structure seen in satellite images implies that the actual downdrafts were largely dry.
The observations reported by Hartmann et al. [1997] for another off-ice flow event in the North Atlantic also show somewhat more stable thermal profiles than simulated in this case, though there, the BL was warmer, yielding a bigger difference between dry and saturated adiabatic lapse rates. The discrepancy between observations and simulated results obviously cannot be ascribed to larger-scale horizontal variations, and we suspect that it may be due to three-dimensional dynamics (e.g., roll vortices) not captured with this numerical approach. This notwithstanding, our results suggest that the model, with its inherent limitations, is doing a reasonable job of simulating the energetics responsible for BL development for this case.
Intercomparison of Control and Sensitivity Studies
For these 10 hour simulations, the mean statistics (e.g., TKE, z i , condensate mixing ratio) were typically quasi stationary across the grid 2 domain after 8 hours. This is consistent with the fact that the mean BL u-wind (along domain) component of 9.8 m s Ϫ1 gives a cross-domain transport time of about 7.5 hours for a hypothetical atmospheric column. This being the case, even though the profiles in Figure 3 are contemporaneous, they can also be viewed as an approximate time series for a given volume as it traverses the domain. This approach will be used in the following discussion. Furthermore, we will concentrate on spatial (25 km) and temporal (1 hour) averages at two specific regions, region A from 75 to 100 km and region B from 200 to 225 km (see Figure 2) .
The profiles for the various sensitivity profiles in Figure 3 show a consistent picture as the BL develops, with CT being the coolest and MP typically being the warmest. Figures 4 and 5 show mean profiles of condensate mixing ratio (r c ) and radiative heating rate (Q r ) in regions A and B.
The simulations with liquid condensate but no sedimentation (CT and NR) have r c profiles typical of nonprecipitating arctic stratus clouds [e.g., Olsson et al., 1998 ]. In contrast to the slow and relatively inefficient production of drizzle-size droplets in liquid clouds the ice-phase processes in MP allow rapid vapor-deposition growth and aggregate collection that rapidly creates hydrometeors with appreciable fall speeds [Harrington et al., 1999a] . The impact of the efficient precipitation mechanism is quite apparent, with MP showing an r c 30% or less of the adiabatic liquid water content profile seen in the simpler schemes. The effects of precipitation are also seen in Figure 4 (region B) where, in contrast to CT and NR, precipitation near the surface gives a nonzero r c in the lowest few hundred meters of the domain.
The dependence of radiative heating rate on r c is clear in Figures 4 and 5 , where cloud-top radiative cooling, and thus cloud-top destabilization, is shown to be much stronger in the CT case. It is also interesting to note that significant radiative warming occurs at cloud base, especially for CT, and is caused by strong radiative emission from the warm ocean surface that is being absorbed by the cooler cloud layer. This warming is an added source of buoyancy generation, especially in CT. The impact of these diabatic processes on the horizontal mean TKE is shown in Figure 6 . There appears to be a strong dependence of TKE on r c through the latent heating, especially near the top of the BL where CT and NR, with the largest r c , also exhibit the largest TKE. A moderate BL jet developed in all simulations (Figure 7) . The intensity of the jet varied considerably with the strongest jets occurring in region B in CT and MP, the two runs with both condensate and radiative cooling.
Since cloud-top radiative cooling is strongest in CT and weakest in MP, it is tempting to conclude that this is the reason for the warmer BL in MP. However, this is not the case. As will be shown later, the total radiative cooling of the BL is greatest in MP over most of the domain. The most likely reason for the warmer BL in MP is the ice-phase processes that occur in that simulation. Latent heat of fusion adds more heat during the phase change process, and active precipitation removes the hydrometeor species from the cloud, sensibly heating the BL in the process.
Mesoscale Features Near Ice Edge
One of the well-documented features of flows encountering a rapid transition from rough to smooth surfaces is an acceleration as the three-way balance among the pressure gradient, Coriolis, and frictional forces adjusts to the reduced drag [Rao et al., 1974] , a situation that occurs here as the off-ice component of the flow moves from the relatively rough ice to the aerodynamically smoother open ocean [Overland et al., 1983; Reynolds, 1984] . Results from the one-layer model of Overland et al. [1983] showed that this process can increase wind speed over the MIZ by about 10%, a result reproduced by the twodimensional multilevel model of Kantha and Mellor [1989] . Overland et al. [1983] suggested that the resulting divergence may be responsible for the observed mesoscale banding of ice concentrations in the MIZ [e.g., Muench and Charnell, 1977; Hakkinen, 1986] . Figure 8 shows contours of the off-ice flow for CT and MP near the ice edge, with regions of horizontal convergence Ѩu/Ѩ x Ͻ Ϫ2.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 m Ϫ1 shaded. In both cases the flow becomes supergeostrophic with an increase of about 3 m s Ϫ1 over the first 20 km of open water. This represents a larger increase than reported by Overland et al. [1983] but is similar to the "rough ice to open water" case in the work of Kantha and Mellor [1989] . The magnitude of this increase depends on many local factors, including the roughness length associated with the ice, height of inversion, and along-domain baroclinicity among others.
Several differences are apparent in the two cases in Figure 8 . The wind maxima over the ocean in MP is slightly stronger and extends much farther from the ice edge than CT. The rapid deceleration and resulting convergence at about 30 km are the consequence of "convective drag," the efficient momentum transfer to the surface by the stronger eddies in CT which are forced by cloud-top cooling as well as the surface heat flux. In CT the region of strong vertical shear, collocated with the thermal cap between 200 and 300 m, persists much farther oceanward. Of all the sensitivity studies, this is seen only in CT. The strong radiative cooling associated with significant r c in the region from 10 km onward initially inhibits vertical mixing until coherent eddy motions become established. Figure 9 shows w zi , the column-mean vertical motion below z i , in the region about the ice margin. All runs show a pronounced minima in w zi just downwind from the ice edge, consistent with Overland et al. [1983] who found a decrease in z i in this region in their simulations. (The relatively coarse 40 m vertical grid spacing in this work precludes such a feature since z i at this distance from the ice edge is only about 5 points deep.) This occurs as the horizontal flow accelerates over the open ocean, giving divergent flow (Ѩu/Ѩ x Ͼ 0) and effectively removing mass laterally from the BL portion of the atmospheric column. To maintain a quasi steady state, a compensating downward mass flow (w Ͻ 0) must occur in this region. The region of positive w zi between 10 and 20 km in the other runs shown in Figure 9 was not present in CT, suggesting another possible mechanism for the more persistent vertical shear in this case.
Discussion
The results in section 4, taken together, suggest that the dynamical nature of the BL is significantly influenced by cloud microphysical/radiative properties. As atmospheric columns move from ice to water, all runs experience their strongest sensible heat flux F s and latent heat flux F l . Initially, there is no cloud in any of the runs, and the main source for buoyancy production is diabatic forcing at the surface. Once surface water vapor flux has moistened the developing BL sufficiently (typically between 15 and 35 km), optically thick clouds form in those runs where condensation is allowed. (With a more realistic MIZ ice-coverage configuration this distance would be somewhat larger.) As r c increases, the deepening BL experiences an increasing radiative flux divergence (cooling) at cloud top and a radiative flux convergence (heating) at cloud base due to the warm underlying ocean. Both regions of radiative forcing act to destabilize the BL.
The simulated cloud morphologies showed significant differences, especially at longer fetches where the differing microphysical parameterizations had had several hours to manifest themselves. Wind vectors and shaded contours of r c at 9 hours are shown in Figure 10 (top) for CT and Figure 10 (bottom) for MP. At this distance the mixed phase cloud has a lower z i and less than 100% cloud coverage. Discrete precipitation shafts, in the form of snow, are apparent as regions of nonzero r c extending to the surface. The wind vectors suggest that the cloudscale circulations in the control (CT) run are significantly larger, in agreement with the TKE profiles.
TKE Production
The role of cloud-top radiative forcing in TKE generation is quite evident in Figure 6 , with CT showing a cloud-top TKE maximum nearly twice as large as any of the other runs. Although surface forcing is the primary mechanism for BL deepening and TKE production (surface heat fluxes are very large and near 400 W m Ϫ2 ), radiation and condensation also significantly affect BL depth. As Figure 3 shows, the no-radiation (NR) simulation has a BL depth that is roughly intermediate between that of the control (CT) and the dry (DR) simulations. The NR simulation produces a BL with generally weaker TKE than CT, especially in the upper portion of the domain where radiative cooling helps to drive the circulations. This attests to the importance of both radiative heating/cooling and latent heating in generating buoyancy and deepening the BL. That latent heat release is an important factor in BL deepening is seen by comparing the DR simulation with CT and NR. By the Figure 9 . Column-mean vertical motion below z i near the ice edge in centimeters per second. , horizontal axis is distance from ice edge in kilometers, and vertical axis is height above sea level (asl) in meters. The horizontal component of the wind is multiplied by a factor of 0.1 to emphasize the sense of vertical motion.
time the flow has reached region B, TKE is of similar strength in both NR and DR, however NR has a deeper BL.
Compared to other simulations with clouds, however, MP has considerably less TKE throughout a more shallow BL, even though significant latent heat is released. In fact, MP generally has less TKE than DR even though MP shows definite regions of radiative heating and cooling ( Figure 5 ). This demonstrates the ability of precipitation to inhibit convective motions and to reduce entrainment as discussed by Stevens et al. [1998] . Overall, these results are broadly consistent with other simulations of mixedphase stratus [e.g., Rao and Agee, 1996; Harrington et al., 1999a] . Figure 11 shows 20 km average values of F s , F l , and surface wind speed for the period 9 -10 hours for each of the runs with cloud present. In all cases, a surface (lowest predicted level)
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wind maximum occurred between 20 and 30 km from the ice edge. All runs experienced a maximum F s of almost 650 W m Ϫ2 just leeward of the ice edge, with F s decreasing rapidly to about 400 W m Ϫ2 after 100 km of exposure to the warm ocean surface. F l for each run also peaked at about 200 W m Ϫ2 between 20 and 60 km and then decreased slowly. In all cases the surface winds decelerated as the BL deepened with increasing fetch. Sensible heating showed much less dependence on cloud parameterization type than F l . The relationship between F s and wind speed is evident in Figure 11 , with MP having both the greatest wind speed and the largest fluxes at all locations.
As might be expected, a much greater sensitivity to cloud type exists for F l . Aside from wind speed differences, a further factor contributes to the enhanced F l seen in MP. The averaged r c profiles (Figure 4 ) in region B suggest that in contrast to CT and NR, cloud extends to the surface in MP, implying saturated surface conditions with respect to ice in the mixedphase case. As seen earlier however (Figure 10 ), the nearsurface portion of the mean r c comes from concentrated precipitation shafts interspersed with subsaturated regions. Average near-surface values of water vapor mixing ratio (r v ) in this region are about 0.9 and 0.7 g kg Ϫ1 for CT and MP, respectively, with MP having a mean RH less than 80% (with respect to liquid water) in the lowest 500 m of the BL. The ability to deplete accumulated water substance through precipitation evidently allows MP to maintain a larger F l and continuously extract heat through condensation and deposition. Figure 12 shows averaged plots of condensate path (condensate mass integrated through the column) and z i for each run during the period 9 -10 hours. CT, with its strong eddies, shows the greatest deepening due to stronger entrainment, while DR with its smaller TKE shows the lowest z i across the domain. As expected, CT and NR track most closely since the physical processes are most similar. The effect of efficient solid-phase precipitation is quite striking as MP shows both the smallest condensate path and the smallest z i growth rates across the domain. Figure 13 has plots of the perturbation dry static energy (DSE): (1) integrated vertically through the lowest 225 mbar of the domain and then averaged spatially in 25 km increments and temporally over the period 9 -10 hours. DSE is a perturbation quantity in that the integral in (1) is computed for the initial state (DSE 0 ) and then subtracted to derive the perturbed value. The pressure depth of 225 mbar spans about 2400 m and was purposely chosen to exceed z i in every column, thus eliminating the contribution of entrainment of potentially warmer air across inversion. The constant pressure depth ensures, in the hydrostatic limit, that the same amount of mass is considered in each column permitting meaningful comparison between simulations. The perturbation latent energy with respect to the frozen state LE, (2) was computed in a similar manner, where q v is the specific humidity of water vapor, and q l is the liquid water specific humidity. The sum of DSE and LE is the perturbation moist static energy (MSE).
BL Depth and Bulk Energetics
The DSE is a measure of how the BL has sensibly heated. Throughout the domain, the mixed-phase run MP has the largest DSE, while maintaining a lower z i than either of the liquid-only cloud simulations. The large DSE is the consequence of several factors: the greater F s discussed earlier, the extra latent heat release due to liquid 3 ice conversions, and weaker radiative cooling near cloud top as the result of fractional cloudiness and depletion of r c by precipitation. The ability of MP to release latent heat and then lose hydrometeors to the surface, as compared to the repeated recycling of condensate through updrafts and downdrafts in the nonprecipitating clouds, has an obvious effect on the DSE. The minimal impact of latent heating without precipitation is evident in the similar DSE of DR and NR, while the effect of strong radiative cooling at cloud top is quite apparent when comparing CT and NR.
By far, the largest LE of all the runs is found in DR. Of course, water vapor in this case is simply a passive tracer, and none of this potential heating could be realized. In contrast, MP consistently shows the lowest LE as it was quite efficient in converting latent to sensible heat. The DR profile is a good estimate of the cumulative latent energy available for heating in the no-precipitation cases but is clearly an underestimate of the cumulative latent energy that could be liberated in MP, since the dry downdrafts maintained a stronger F l than was possible in the other cases.
Radiative Energy Balance
In addition to altering BL structure, cloudiness also plays an important climatological role in modulating the radiative energy budget of the ocean surface. The top panel in Figure 14 shows the net (downwelling minus upwelling) surface longwave flux s for CT, MP, and DR for the period 9 -10 hours. CT and DR represent two possible extremes, though in all cases the surface is cooling through radiative exchange as T ss is much warmer than the overlying atmosphere. In cloudless DR the surface loses near 150 W m Ϫ2 through longwave emission. The radiative properties of liquid clouds in CT represent another extreme. Here optically thick clouds greatly inhibit radiative cooling, and net longwave losses are reduced to less than 50 W m
Ϫ2
. The alterations in cloud structure produced by ice precipitation in MP result in s intermediate to CT and DR. Initially, both CT and MP have similar surface fluxes, but the more tenuous, broken cloud deck in MP significantly affects the surface radiative budget in the region from the ice edge to about 150 km, illustrating the indirect impact of cloud structure on the convective BL. In the region from 150 to 250 km the surface radiative losses in CT and MP are nearly identical. Although broken cloud cover in MP here does allow a certain percentage of the surface to radiate freely to space, another portion of this region has optically thick precipitation shafts that extend to the surface. These surface regions "experience" a warmer atmosphere, both because the BL is warmer in MP than CT and because the neutral to superadiabatic lapse rate has temperatures decreasing rapidly with height. That these regions of clear-sky cooling and low cloud base warming essentially cancel in this portion of the domain to produce an effect similar to CT in this region of the domain is thus coincidental.
Radiative energy exchange also has a significant impact on the overall heating of the BL. The bottom panel of Figure 14 shows 20 km averages of integrated net flux divergence:
which is the rate of total radiative energy gain (or loss) in the BL. The cloudless BL in DR shows a deficit of only a few W m
. In CT, total radiative loss of the BL is greatest at about 30 km and decreases with distance from the ice edge. The reason for this decrease is that the total amount of radiative heating at cloud base increases, while the total amount of cloud top cooling remains approximately constant, as the cloud advects further over the open ocean ( Figure 5 ). This effect is due to the fact that close to the ice edge ( Figure 4 ) the cloud is quite optically thick near the ocean surface, and this produces a narrow region of radiative heating at cloud base. At further distances from the ice edge, cloud base is much more tenuous and less optically thick, thus the heating from the surface Figure 14 . Net surface longwave flux s (top) and integrated net flux divergence, ⌽ I (bottom) averaged spatially over 20 km increments and temporally over the period 9 -10 hours.
(which is stronger because of the warmer temperatures) is effectively absorbed over a greater depth.
In the case of MP the opposite is apparently true. Figure 5 shows that the amount of radiation absorbed from the surface does not change much, while cloud top cooling continues to increase as the cloud is advected farther over the ocean. Thus as Figure 14 shows, radiative cooling of the BL increases with distance from the ice edge. It is apparent from these results that the warmer BL for case MP shown in Figure 3 (bottom right) must be largely due to greater latent heat release caused by the existence of the ice phase.
Summary and Conclusions
The results presented demonstrate the complex interactions between microphysical processes and cloud-scale dynamics that produce the atmospheric BL thermal structure found over the MIZ in off-ice flow. The two-dimensional cloud-resolving simulations presented here, while lacking the three-dimensional roll structure seen in observations of this and other cold-air outbreaks, were able to produce a BL evolution similar to the observations. The model also reproduced many other features seen in such cases, such as supergeostrophic flow near the ice edge and a weak BL jet.
All profiles consistently show a superadiabatic layer in the lowest 200 m, a consequence of F s Ͼ 300 W m Ϫ2 over the warm ocean. The control (CT) and no-radiation (NR) runs both have a significant liquid water content and accompanying moist-adiabatic profile. The dry run is nearly neutral throughout the BL, and the mixed-phase case, with its broken cloud cover, also has a nearly dry-adiabatic mean thermal profile. Radiative heating of the cloud near cloud base and cooling near cloud top along with latent heat release were found to be significant sources of the TKE even in the present case where very strong surface heat fluxes occur.
Sensitivity studies of cloud type showed that inclusion of mixed-phase microphysics had a large impact of BL depth and structure. Ice-phase precipitation processes rapidly depleted the BL of condensate, weakening the radiative thermal forcing. A further consequence of condensate depletion was the ability of the mixed-phase cloudy BL to maintain a larger surface latent heat flux. This ultimately resulted in a warmer BL and would also act to cool the ocean surface, though such impacts were not considered in this study. Not surprisingly, the presence of clouds had a profound impact on the radiative budget at the surface, with the cloudy BL reducing surface radiative losses more that 60% over clear-sky values. Inclusion of the ice phase significantly affected the radiative budget as compared to purely liquid clouds, illustrating the importance of icephase-radiative couplings for accurate simulations of arctic clouds and boundary layer dynamics.
In summation, it is clear that cloud dynamical processes can play an important role in the boundary layer over the marginal ice zone, even in cases of strong surface forcing. To be physically accurate, numerical models need to account for this. Beyond their most obvious role in the regional or global radiative budgets, clouds impact on dynamical processes, such as TKE production, surface shearing stresses, and surface fluxes in a climatically significant way.
